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_. Dear FDA, _ .- * ,, I. ::, ~_ 
1 am writing in rega& to~~Q&&~,$;s 00D-1598 and 00N-~~&$&&., :- -:,. ‘, 

,‘. 
. ._ : -‘. address the labeling and $-e-market, te&nglof genetically engineered foods; .‘.--’ ‘. ; :.,;i,: .,’ .*-, 

-. 
j_ When reviewing-the, recent historyof.‘the FDA’s policy making regarding $iE y. 

i. ‘. 
foods, I came across some troubting ‘information. It is my understanding that.FDA ,. 

i 
policy was written by a deputy commissibner who worked for Monsanto for ,seven -_- 

.‘. : -_, b I, 
years and ,now works for Monsanto. again: -Thi~~i~~~~~,~~lationship between I 

.-’ : government and corporations is questionable’~on ethical grounds. “;’ 1, i_ 
1 ’ 

Many knowledgeab~~~~~~~~!e &&&&$ &.qbJ zn$p is being sub@@ 30 an :: 
. 
I, 4 :*a :a^ - ti ‘-;; .ra: .v-F :L. ,.-, “[;; 

experiment whose outcome:@ ..not know,n.~l would remjnd the:.F.DA and ,,itsp@$ (.-I ‘: ::;y<., .;, ;,.: ..y .ryi.‘J..*‘L:. {. ,I. “’ -_-, __ ;’ _’ makers that in the i94O’s when the revolution in synthetic chemicals began,‘many ,” ~ 
were never adequately tested. Their manufa$urers did not ful,ly understandthe~$ong “’ .’ 

1 ., term impacts, or what, combinations,of synthetic chemicals might do in the .,’ ‘1.’ 
i’ environment. It is only now that we ‘are. beginning to recognise,that some ofthem are 

.:.. : ‘dangerous and persistant. There is haidly,a corner of the planet-that has not been ‘< 
.; ,, -- .’ i .” ., , : - effected by PCB’s 

The -FDA should be &king the p,ublic’s’best interests for the long.term not 7’ ” (. ,. 
;‘corporation$short term profits. ‘. ~’ : 3 :;..‘:’ , 

:; _. .- ” .‘! .- .; . I’ 
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